
The ultimate  
way to transport 
groundcare equipment
With their drop-down tailgates providing easy loading access, the 

Low Loading Trailers offer you an ideal means for transporting 

all types of groundcare equipment and supplies, with models 

available for both on and off road usage.

Besides transporting mowers, these trailers can be used for tasks 

as diverse as carrying divot mix or collecting leaves.

A range of useful accessories is available, including a sliding divider 

and mower clamp which can be positioned wherever required.

The Highway Trailer comes complete 
with jockey wheel, lighting, jack stands, 
 suspension and dual purpose tyres.
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The Sarel Roller and Brush combination can help to 
significantly reduce your expenditure on wetting agents.

Fine greens 
need sharp 
mowers
With a Smooth-Lap in your workshop, you 

can quickly hone up your blades to maintain 

a razor clean cut and extend the intervals 

between regrinds. 

The drive arm quickly adjusts through an 

extra wide arc, so it fits all kinds of awkward 

driveshaft alignments with the base still 

firmly planted on the ground. It works in 

both forward or reverse motion at the flick 

of a switch. The exceptionally high standard 

of engineering of the unit ensures a long 

working life. 

SMooth-lap WEIGht

240 V Reversible Back Lapper -

Back lappInG paStE

Back lapping paste  11kg

Back lapping paste  45kg

Back lapping paste  270kg

Smooth-Lap

StanDaRD loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 152 x 99 x 43cm

Overall width 162cm

Load capacity 400kg

SUpER loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 200 x 122 x 43cm

Overall width 184cm

Load capacity 600kg

hIGhWaY loW loaDInG tRaIlER

Body dimensions 200 x 122 x 43cm

Overall width 177cm

Load capacity 520kg

Optional 1” thick Rubber Floor Mat.

Low 
Loading 

Trailer

Buy your 
backlapping 

paste in bulk.

GreenTekTM

3	 A totally versatile trailer 
system for all groundcare uses

3	 Superior fully-welded 
construction

3	 Hot dip galvanized for 
maximum durability

3	 Drive-in tailgate ramp is ideal 
for all kinds of small machinery


